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[57] ABSTRACT 

Apparatus for sorting and distributing clothing on 
hangers to predetermined locations along path of 

[22] Filed: 

[21] 
travel comprises plurality of spaced apart hanger hold 
ing devices arranged for movement along path of 
travel. Arm on each holding device releasably holds 
clothes hanger thereon._ Releasing mechanism is asso 
ciated with each holding'device for releasing clothes 
hanger from device at predetermined location along 
path of travel. Another mechanism cooperates with 
releasing mechanism at each of plurality of predeter 

V mined locations along path of travel of holding devices 
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for activating releasing mechanism of particular hold 
ing device at predetermined location so that clothes 
hanger is released from arm of particular holding de 
vice when device arrives at predetermined location. 
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APPARATUS FOR SORTING AND DISTRIBUTING 
CLOTHING 

BACKGROUND OF THEINVENTION 
The present invention relates to an apparatusv for dis 

tributing washed clothes and other cleaned wearables, 
_ and more particularly to an apparatus for selecting a 

predetermined position during the conveyor transport 
of cleaned clothes on hangers and then distributing the 
cleaned'clothes to the predetermined position. 

In handling a large quantity of washed clothes, espe 
cially in a laundry, after the clothing is washed and 
dried, assorting is made according to ownership, distri 
bution centers for return of the clothing, etc. However, 
heretofore no effective machine has been provided for 
assorting clothes as required above, and such ‘assorting 
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was only possible through time-consuming manual la- ‘ 
bor. Clothing hung on clothes hangers makes the as 
sorting job that much more difficult. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 4 

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention 
to provide a highly efficient and bene?cial apparatus 
for assorting ownership of the wear-ables, distribution 
centers for ultimate return of the clothes to the owners, 
and other factors. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 

an apparatus for distributing .cleaned clothes to a pre 
determined location during the transport thereof by a' 
conveyor. ' ‘ 

Another object of the present invention is to provide 
an apparatus for distributing cleaned clothing hung on 
hangers by releasing the hangers from holding devices 
mounted on a circulating conveyor when each hanger 
holder arrives at a predetermined location during the 
transport thereof by the conveyor. 

Still another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a distributor for cleaned clothing which includes 
a mechanism for releasing clothing hangers from hold 
ing devices by the action of an electric current circuit 
when the holding device arrives at a predetermined lo 
cation during transport thereof by a conveyor. 

In accordance with the present invention an appara 
tus is provided for sorting and distributing clothing on 
hangers to‘predetermined locations along a continuous 
path of travel. The apparatus comprises a plurality of 
spaced apart hanger holding devices arranged for 
movement along the continuous path of travel. Each 
holding device includes an arm that releasably holds a 
clothes hanger thereon. A releasing mechanism is asso 
ciated with each holding device for releasing the 
clothes hanger from the device at a predetermined lo 
cation along the continuous path of travel of the de 
vice. Another mechanism cooperates with the releasing 
mechanism at each of a plurality of predetermined lo 
cations along the continuous path of travel of the hold 
ing devices for activating the releasing mechanism of a 
particular holding device at a predetermined location. 
When these conditions occur the clothes hanger is re 
leased from the arm of the particular holding device as 
the device arrives at the predetermined location. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Novel features and advantages of the present inven 
tion in addition to those mentioned above will become 
apparent to those skilled in the art from a reading of the 
following detailed description in conjunction with the 
accompanying drawing wherein: 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of an apparatus accord 

ing to the present invention; 
FIG. 2 is an enlarged partial perspective view of the 

apparatus of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is an enlarged front view of a holder according 

to the present invention; ,_ 
FIG. 4 is an enlarged side cross-sectional view of the 

holder taken along line 4—4 of FIG. 3; 
FIG. 5 is an electric schematic of the circuit for re 

leasing the hold of the clothing hangers according to 
the present invention; and 
FIGS. 6A and B are enlarged partial views of the 

mechanism for releasing the hold of the clothing hang 
ers in which FIG. 6A is a plan view and FIG. 6B is a 
cross-sectional view taken along line 6B~6B of FIG. 
6A. ' 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

Referring in more particularity to the drawing, FIGS. 
1 and 2 illustrate a circular rail 1 mounted to the ceiling 
of a clothes cleaning plant. Holders 2 are mounted on 
the rail 1 by pulleys 3. The holders 2 function to hold 
and release hangers on which cleaned clothes are hung. 
Each holder 2 is connected in predetermined spaced 
relationship to an endless chain belt (not shown), and 
the holders are transported ‘in one direction along the 
rail 1 by a driving device (not shown). 

In FIGS. 3 and 4, the holder 2 is shown in the form 
' of a box, and on the center of the front panel surface 
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2A electric contact point changing-switches A (A,,—A9) 
and B(B,,-B9) are mounted. A longitudinal opening 4 is 
located at the under portion of the center of the holder 
2. A holding arm 5 ?xed on the front panel 2A of the 
holder 2 projects therefrom, as shown best in FIG. 4. 
On the upper surface of the holder 2 plus terminals E,,. 
(Em-Em) and minus terminals EM(EM,,—EM9) are 
mounted in a line transverse to the advancing direction 
of the holder, as shown in FIG. 4. In the inner side of 
the holder 2 a solenoid type electromagnet 6 is 
mounted. The electromagnet 6 has a plunger 7 with a 
head 7A that extends through the opening 4 in the front 
surface panel 2A of the holder. 
FIG. 5 illustrates an electrical schematic diagram of 

the connections among the terminals EI, and EM, 
switches A and B,-and the electromagnet 6. The plus 
and minus terminals E, and EM are connected to the 
correspondingly numbered switches A and B. Each 
contact point of the switches A and B is connected in 
parallel to the coil 6A of the electromagnet 6. 
Returning now to FIG. 4,'_this figure shows a typical 

embodiment of an electric circuit which supplies an 
electric current to the electromagnet 6 via terminals 
E,,-,, Em and switches A1, B4, in the electric circuits. 
The terminals Em, Em are connected to a power source 
and electric current is supplied to the electromagnet 6 
when the contact points a1, b4 of the switches A-,, B4 are 
closed to thereby energize the electromagnet 6. As a 
supplying means of electric current, a pair of contact 
plates P and M are set between the rails 1. These plates 
function as plus and minus terminals and are connected 
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to an outer power circuit. At the predetermined loca 
tions where the cleaned clothes are distributed, the 
space between the pairs of contact plates P and M at 
these locations is regulated so that the contact plates P 
and M contact any one of the terminals E, (Em-E”) 
and any one of the terminals EM( Eye-Em) of the hold 
ers 2. Accordingly, in the illustrated embodiment nu 
merous positions of distribution for the clothes are 
available along the path of travel of the holders 2. Since 
any pair may be selected between ten terminals FIDO-Em, 
and ten terminals EMo-Em. respectively, there are one 
lhundred combinations. 

Still referring to FIG. 4, an example is described 
below for distributing clean clothes to position 8,, in 
FIG. 1 with the clothes on the holder 2 of FIG. 4. The 
contact points a-,, b, of the switches A-,, B4 including the 
terminals Em, Em that are arranged to contact the pair 
of plates P,, M.‘ mounted at the position S,l are closed. 
A hanger H with clothing thereon is on the arm 5 of the 
holder 2 as the holders are continuously transported 
along the guide rails l by the drive of the motivating 
system for the holders. When the holder 2 arrives at the 
distributing and supplying position S", the terminals Em 
and Em contact the plates P7 and M4, respectively, the 
electromagnet 6 is energized via the contact points a, 
and b, of the switch A-, and B, respectively, the plunger 
7 is drawn into the electric coil 6A, the head 7,, of the 
plunger projects to the outer side from the inner side 
of the longitudinal opening 4 of the front panel surface 
2A, and the head 7,, releases the hanger H from the 
holding arm 5 to the outer portion thereof. With refer 
ence to FIGS. 6A and B, the holding arm 5 at the front 
panel surface 2A of the holder 2 has a recess 8 on the 
upper portion thereof and a pair of parallel plates 11,, 
and 115. The space between the base plate 11,, and 11B 
is ?tted to the plunger head 74. A hangerH resting in 
the recess 8 is released therefrom by the projection of 
the plunger head 7A which causes the hanger to slide 
along the inclined surface 9 to thereby release it from 
the holder 5. On the other hand, at each distributing 
and supplying position S(—-S,,_l, S,u S,,+-——), a support 
ing lever 10 is mounted which is positioned at the same 
level and inclination as the arm 5 of the holder 2. The 
lever or bar 10 functions to continuously support the 
hanger H released from the holding arm 5. Switches 
A(Aa—A9) and B(B,,-B9) mounted on each holder 2 
brought into play by closing the predetermined pair 
after the decision on a particular distributing position 
is reached. The holders 2 with a loaded clothes hanger 
M thereon are conveyed along the track 1 until the 
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4 
holder arrives at the predetermined distributing posi 
tion S. When this occurs electric current is supplied to 
the electromagnet 6 which operates to release the 
clothes hanger H from the holdingv arm 5 to the corre~ 
sponding supporting lever 10 at the position S. When 
the holder 2 passes under other distributing positions, 
even if the contact plates P and M at the other positions 
contact the terminals Ep(Epg-Epg) and EM(EM0-EM9), 
the electromagnet 6 is not connected to an outer power 
source and the hangers remain on the arm 5. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An apparatus for distributing clothing on hangers 

to predetermined locations along a continuous path of 
travel comprising a plurality of spaced apart hanger 
holding devices mounted for movement along the path 
of travel, each holding device having a series of positive 
terminals and a series of negative terminals with a 
switch connected to each terminal, an arm on each 
holding device for releasably holding a clothes hanger 
thereon, electrically operable releasing means on each 
holding device for releasing the' clothes hanger from 
the device at a predetermined location along the path 
of travel, conducting means connecting one side of the 
releasing means to the switches associated with the pos 
itive terminals and the other side of the releasing means 
to the switches associated with the negative terminals, 
and energy transmitting contact means at each prede 
termined location positioned to contact a predeter 
minedv pair of the positive and negative terminals 
wherey the releasing means is activated when the 
switches connected to those terminals engaged by the 
contact means are closed so that the clothes hanger is 
released from the arm. 

2. An apparatus as in claim 1 wherein the releasing 
means associated with each holding device includes an 
electromagnet and a reciprocable plunger that urges 
the clothes hanger away from the arm when a hanger 
holding device arrives at a predetermined position, the 
energy transmitting contactmeans causing current to 
?ow to the electromagnet to effect the discharge of the 
hanger away from the arm. 

3. An apparatus as in claim 2 including a stationary 
bar at each predetermined location along the path of 
travel of the hanger holding devices, each bar being di 
rectly adjacent the arm at the predetermined locations 
and arranged to receive and hold the clothes hangers 
when they are released from the hanger holding de 


